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Lore of chemical biology guides us that drug discovery of protein binding relies on either optimize the active site complexity of lock 

and key or induced-fit with conformation selection dynamics; yet, the latter that often-coupled protein interior transport dynamics was 

much harder to study due to its lack of strong interactions in transient states.[1-2] This study starts to make progress in using in-situ 

operando X-ray and neutron contrast variation techniques to depict the landscape of protein binding substrate dynamics in solution. 

We herein demonstrate, for the first time, the 3-D dynamical structures of hydrated CYP450 protein exterior surfaces to interior buried 

heme site by a distributed connection of channels that direct the reactant in and out. Using CYP450s of prostacyclin synthase (PGIS) 

and thromboxane synthase (TXAS) as prototypes we have unveiled the unique dynamics of P450 functional channels in/out the haem 

site, which drive a variety of water molecules motion, water density change and pre-organization toward the heme active site and 

hence harness the substrate binding selectivity. The result is able to clarify how these two proteins catalyze the same substrate of 

prostaglandin H2 by entirely different regio-chemical-selective pathways. 

 

Figure 1. (a) The SLD value of our protein PGIS, TXAS and the small molecule. (b) Principle of contrast matching in non-deuterated 

protein. Illustrated here is a protein/channel complex (gray surface and gradient colored surface, respectively) 
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